
Animals

All experiments were carried out according to the NIH guidelines for the use of laboratory animals, and approved
by the National Animal Experiment Board. Charles River C57Bl/6J mice (6-8 weeks old, ~25-30 g) and Wistar rats
(~300 g) were housed in a controlled environment with food and water available ad libitum.
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1 BACKGROUND
Functional neuroimaging, applied to pre-clinical models of chronic and acute pain, offers unique advantages in the
drive to discover new treatments for these prevalent and oppressive conditions. The high functional, spatial and
temporal resolution of our neuroimaging tools affords detailed, non-invasive mapping of regional
pharmacodynamics that underlie mechanisms of pain suppression by new analgesics.
In this work we present the applications of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and novel neuroimaging
tool – functional Ultrasound (fUS) in several pain-related models commonly used to study somatosensory and
nociceptive processing in rodents. Our models cover the range from neuropathic, trigeminally processed pain to
acute TRPA1-mediated C-fibers-specific and non-specific (Ab, Ad, C fibers) electrically induced pain.

As readouts applicable for pain studies in preclinical drug development framework we present:

• Light somatosensory stimulation in Oxaliplatin-induced neuropathic pain model in mice with fUS

• Pharmacological stimulation with multiple AITC concentrations in rats with flinch and BOLD fMRI

• Mild to moderate electrical forepaw stimulation response mapping using BOLD fMRI in rats

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

3 RESULTS

In-vivo functional imaging offers an opportunity to non-invasively measure normal sensory and nociceptive
responses directly from the brain, delivering qualitative (activation patterns of engaged brain structures) and
quantitative (AUC of the response, peak, FWHM, duration etc.) readouts. These features are particularly useful for
preclinical drug discovery of analgesia and treatment for neuropathic pain disorders. As presented in this work,
both functional MRI and Ultrasound can be effectively utilized to study sensory pathways and characterize animal
models thus serve as a platform for drug testing.

4 CONCLUSION

Animals were anesthetized with intraperitoneal injection of Ketamine-
Medetomidine solution (70 mg/kg + 0.6 mg/kg) and placed into custom
stereotactic holder, with O2-enriched air delivered to the nose cone. Core
temperature, respiration and heart rate were continuously monitored to ensure
physiological stability of the animals throughout the measurement. Head hair was
removed, skin moisturized and covered with ultrasound gel. The fUS sensor was
localized at approx. -1 mm from bregma, using the vasculature formation of the
anterior hippocampus as a landmark for positioning (see panel on the right). ► Vascular formation of the anterior

hippocampus - fUS landmark.

Figure 6. A: BOLD fMRI individual statistical activation map of forepaw stimulation of increasing intensity (1 mA, 1.2mA
and 1.5 mA). B: Mean signal timeseries from primary somatosensory forepaw area projection and thalamus upon electrical
stimulation. C: Quantification of signal chane as inegral area under the curve (AUC) and pixel count of activated area.

Allyl isothiocyanate (AITC) – TRPA1 acute nociceptive model. AITC i.e. mustard oil, was used as an
irritant binding to TRPA1 receptor and thereby inducing acute pain sensations, which was then observed
as flinching behavior (for 0.1%, 0.5% and 1% concentrations) or as BOLD response (for 1%, 5% and
10%) after intraplantar subcutaneous injection during the observation time or fMRI imaging session. ►

3.2 Peripheral and trigeminal sensory pathway fUS imaging in OIPN model in mice

Adopting classical functional MRI paradigm, we tested the tactile sensory processing in trigeminal and peripheral
systems with fUS (Figure 3). During 6 minutes measurement, left whiskers or hindpaw was gently brushed by the
experimenter in 4x30s intervals with 1 min of idle time inbetween. Signal timeseries analysis from 200px (~2 mm3)
ROI placed in the barrel field cortex, revealed significant reduction of response in oxaliplatin-treated animals
compared to controls (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Left: Group fUS rCBV signal time series from ipsi- and contralateral to stimulation primary somatosensory cortex
(n=4/group). Right: Quantification of the stimulation epochs as integral area under the curve (AUC). Point-wise one-way
ANOVA vs Vehicle group, ***, p<0.05. Data presented as Mean ± SEM.

Observed effect of reduced sensory response to whiskers stimulation, mediated by trigeminal system, may reflect
the facial numbness phenomenon reported by oxaliplatin-treated patients as a side effect. To our knowledge this
finding has never been reported previously in mouse model of oxaliplatin-induced polyneuropathy.

***

Figure 3: fUS activation map of unilateral
hindpaw (on the left) and whiskers (on the
right) stimulation in mice (4x30s boxcar).
Robust activation pattern was revealed in
both stimulation paradigms with strong
sensory cortex involvement. ►

3.3 Electrical sensory stimalution fMRI

Our optimized electrical forepaw stimulation fMRI protocol yielded roobust and reproducible BOLD response.
Whole brain statistical parametric mapping highlighted classical sensory activation pattern that includes primary
forepaw sensory cortical fields (S1F) and key thalamic nuclei (Figure 5) with deactivation observed in striatum.

Here we presented only a fraction of the neuroimaging data and applications that are enabled by that platform:

• Visualization and quantification of sensory stimuli processing in mouse and rat brain

• TRPA1 receptor engagement with C-fibers mediated dose-response to AITC pain in rats

• Electrical forepaw stimulation-response measurements up to the pain threshold in rats

• Trigeminal sensory aberrance aspect of the OIPN mouse model that is in line with the clinical data and

not possible to address with conventional tools commonly applied in such studies in rodents.
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3 RESULTS CONT’D

Figure 5. BOLD fMRI of forepaw stimulation. Individual activation map of bilateral 1.2 mA, 10Hz electrical forepaw
stimulation in rat (t-statistics, thresholded to p<0.01, FDR corrected). Map constructed using 4x30 s stimulation blocks
boxcar GLM model in SPM8.

OIPN – Oxaliplatin-Induced Peripheral Neuropathy model

Our model was performed by administering mice six equal doses of Oxaliplatin, (i.p. 4.5 mg/kg each), in a period
of 21 days. On the day following the last Oxp injection, mice were subjected to two distinct tests for cool allodynia
(acetone test and cool tail immersion test), to define the level of this manifestation of induced polyneuropathy.
Subsequently, the animals underwent functional ultrasound imaging with sensory stimulation to assess the
downstream effects of trigeminal neuropathy.

Functional MRI measurements

Rats were anesthetized with isoflurane, tracheotomized and ventilated, with muscle relaxant (pancuronium
bromide, 1 mg/kg) administered intravenously while attaching the tracheal tube to mechanical ventilator (Inspira
ASVV, Harvard Apparatus, Inc.). After surgery, Isofllurane anesthesia was adjusted to 0.75% and supplemented
with continuous medetomidine infusion (0.05 mg/kg/hr). Comprehensive physiological monitoring (temperature,
sO2, heart- and respiration rates) was carried out throughout the experiment. The BOLD Functional MRI data
were acquired using single-shot gradient EPI sequence, with in-plane resolution of 375 mm and time resolution
of 2-4 s per whole brain volume. Coronal slice package contained 13 consecutive 1.5 mm thick slices placed
starting from olfactory bulb as an anatomical landmark. Functional MRI acquisitions were performed in a
horizontal 7T Bruker MRI system (Bruker Biospin GmbH, Ettlingen, Germany).

Duration of the fMRI experiment was set to 10 minutes, with AITC injected during and uninterrupted scan after 3
min of baseline via pre-filled PE10 cannula pre-implanted under the skin of the right hind paw.

In somatosensory stimulation experiments, 4 x 30s 1-1.5 mA bipolar rectangular 10Hz/10 ms pulses were
delivered using 2 ch isolated stimulator (STG-4002, MC Systems Gmbh) via needle electrodes inserted under
the skin of the forepaws of the rats.

Animal Preparations and fUS imaging procedure

Functional ultrasound experiments were performed using a prototype fUS system (Iconeus, Paris, France),
consisting of ultra-fast ultrasound imaging system, miniature probe with 128 ultrasonic transducers and acoustic
lens, motorized positioning system allowing precise positioning of the probe in 3 orthogonal planes. Plane-wave
illumination of the brain at high frame rate (500 Hz compounded sequence with three tilted plane waves, PRF =
1500Hz with a 15 MHz linear transducer), yields highly-resolved neurovascular maps.

3.1 Allyl isothiocyanate (AITC) – TRPA1 acute nociceptive model

Intraplantar s.c. injection of low AITC concentrations (0.1%, 0.5%, 1%) in rats
produced significant, dose-dependent increase of pain-reporting flinch
behavior, measured as cumulative time over 5 min observation window. ►

Figure 2. Left: BOLD fMRI signal change upon s.c. injection of AITC solution. Group BOLD fMRI signal time series from
the primary somatosensory cortex projection of the hindpaw (n=12, Mean ± SEM). Medetomidine-Isoflurane anesthetized
rats. Point-wise one-way ANOVA vs Vehicle group. Right: Quantification of the BOLD signal change as AUC and peak
response, correlated with stimulation current intensity.

Higher concentrations of AITC were used in BOLD fMRI experiments to
account for analgesic effect of the anesthesia. Subcutaneous injection
produced highly robust and BOLD consistent response in primary
somatosensory cortex ranging from ~0.5% to ~2% signal change from
baseline condition, which was increasingly significant with higher AITC doses
when compared to vehicle. This stimulus-response relation was best
quantified as integral area under the curve over 2 min post-injection (R2=0,99
vs. stimulus current intensity) as opposed to peak response (Figure 3) or
activated area (data not shown).

Stronger stimulation intensity (10%) produced higher involvement of the ”pain
network” – limbic system, thalamus, periaqueductal gray and hippocampus.

Figure 1. Cumulative flinch time.
*, p<0.05 Kruskall-Wallis ANOVA vs
Vehicle, n=10/group. Data shown
as mean + SEM.

Brain activation in response to stronger stimulation showed larger involvement of the ”pain network”, that extended
to cingulate, secondary somatosensory cortices, broader thalamic areas and periaqueductal grey, when current
was at the arbitrary pain threshold of 1.5 mA (Figure 5, A). Linear stimulus-response relation between the
stimulation intensity and activated area in statistical map was observed with increasing current (Figure 5, C)
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